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phis Sam Pearlman's "technicians" is a
godsend. Heavy metal is not usually con-
sidered a field in which you find com-
plexity, theme and intelligence (most of
it, to be honest, is just plain stoopid);
for this reason Pearlman and Meltzer-
and certainly Roeser, Bloom, the Bou-
chard siblings and Lanier-deserve more
credit then they've gotten for their vis-
ion of the man-machine interface/inter-
dependency/conflict. Come to think of it

-l've a sneaking suspicion that Testa
and Memphis Sam are the same, for the
writing slyle displayed in the article re-
sembled nolhing less than Pearlman's
verbose surrealism.

Robert (Com pactron) P ayes
Shrub Oak, N;Y.

What's all this jive about Bruce Spring-
steen being the savior of rock 'n roll,
with lowell littlefeats still on the loose?

Greg Carannante
Kermit, W. Va.

(See page l8-Eds./

WELL ESTABLISHED

lronically enough, I was in the middle
of Philip K. Dick's So/ar Loftery when
I read Jerry Rubin's article on esf, pre-
senting Werner Erhard (Feb. '76). lt's
amazing to think that I'll actually be able
to see Dick's scifideology beco¡ne reality
in my lifetime.

Richard Smith
Winnipeg, Canada

ln support of George Papoon's long-
awaited candidacy for the presidency in
'76, I am having bumper stickers made
that say: "l brake for insects and pol-
len" and "l brake for hallucinations and
astral projections," plus "Listen to the
Ancient Ones: ask a rock." My vote is in
George's pocket, knowing he will cany it
to the polls in November.

Gnosis Chahroudi
Rifton, N.Y.

I had planned to attack Krassner for
his general lunacy and uninvolvement but
let me say that the monthly words and
thoughts of William Burroughs are per-
haps the keenest, sharpest writing ever
made by this progressive thinker, lt is
indeed fortunate for you to have him
on the staff. l've been watching Craw-
daddy lor some t¡me, and aside from an
occasional slander against non-Christian
groups involved in the mutilation of ani-
mals, accusations that have never been
proven, the magazine cont¡nues to get
better and better every month.

Norman Kaeseberg
Reading, Mich.

Write to: Lêtters, Crawdaddy, 72 Fllth
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10011.

June 1976
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TII}IE OT THE trSStrSSIilS
William Eurroughr

The whole area of sex is still shrouded
in mystery and ignorance. Any attempt to
apply objective experimental methods to
the study of sexual phenomena has been
firmly discouraged. People who do not
think of themselves as religious-doctors,
sociologists, psychiatrists-are still think-
ing in terms laid down by the Christian
church. The church assumes that any
sexual activity except intercourse with a
legal spouse is absolutely wrong because
lhe Bible says so. They condemn so-
called deviant behavior in the strongest
terms. Psychiatrists, substituting the word
"sick" for "wrong," follow the old Chris-
tian line. Recent experiments with electric
brain stimulation, however, have provided
a much more piecise means of con-
ditioning than psychoanalysis and psy-
chotherapy.

Admittedly, a homosexual can be cÖn-
ditioned lo react sexually to a woman, or
to an old boot for that matter. ln fact,
both homo- and heterosexual experi-
mental subjects haye been conditioned
to react sexually to an old boot, and you
can save a lot of money that way.

ln the same way, heterosexual
can be conditioned to react sexually
to other men. Who is to say that one
more desirable than the other? Who
competent to lay down sexual dog-
mas and impose them on others?
The latter-day apologists of St.
who call themselves psychiatrists
have little to recommend them
but their bad statistics. They
couldn't get away with statistics
like that in any other line of

How long before you fire the entire traific
department and get someone in there
who can do the job? Psychiatrists say
they need more money and personnel to
deal with the ever-growing problem of
mental illness, and the more money and
pesonnel channelled into this bottomless
pit, the higher the statistics on mental ill-
ness climb. lt is indeed an ever-growing
problem at this rate. Personally I think that
mental illness is largely a psychiatric in-
vention.

On December 3rd, 1973, the American
Psychiatric Association decided that

homosexuality would no longer be con-
sidered a mental deviation. Well, if they
have more mental patients now than they
can handle, it would seem to be a step in
the right direction to remove homosexuals
from this category. But the decision has
caused a storm of protest. One psy-
chiatrist compared the decision to "a psy-
chiatric Watergate which we hope won't
be our Waterloo . . ." They just don't like
to see any prospective patients escaping;
it could start a mass walkout. Doctor
Charles Socarides, associate clinical
professor psychiatry at the Albert Ein-
stein Clinic staunchly opposes the new
A.P.A. approach: "The A.P.A. has done
what all civilizations have trembled to do
. . . tamper with the biologic role betweqn
the sexes." Fancy that-and in a letter to
Playboy in June of 1970, Dr. Socarides
says, "Five hundred million years of
evoluton have established the male/
female standard as the functionally
healthy pattern of human sexual ful-
fillment."

Just a minute here, Doctor-the human
is not more than one million years

old according to the earliest human
remains so far discovered. Other species

have had a longer run. Three hundred
million years have established a big
mouth that can bite off almost any-

thing and a gut that can digest it as
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PUSH_BUTICN SEX IS THE COMING THING

or push-button choice, depending on
who is pushing the buttons. None of these
bits of technology are in the future; the
knowledge, and most of the hardware,
exist today.

For example, there already exists a

device that can be used in coniunction
with bio-feedback and electric brain
stimuiation. I quote from an article by
Patrick Can, entitled "The Sonic Dildo: At
Last, the No-Contact Orgasm," about
how a man named How WachsPress of
San Francisco has developed an audio
machine that puts sound into the human
body through the skin: "He begins to play
with the controls of his synthesizer,
programming a series. of sonic patterns
for sensual effect, and this feeling begins
to spread down from my stomach toward
my crotch, most certainly turning me on
and relaxing me at the same time. My in-
stant desire is for more of the same, only
louder. Lovely sensations spread over my
hips, crotch, stomach, and sPine, and I

am beginning to sense surprisingly
precise nuances of tone and pattern as

.How performs 'frequencY sweeps,' a
shárp attack with a long decay, a long rise
with a sharp decay. . . oh, yes. . .'Very

lndian, huh?' says Flow. 'Y'know, I'm
certain that ragas would be great for the
body . . .'Afterwards, disconnected from
the unit, I experience a wonderful body-
buzzing calm."

ln terms of human sexuality what could
it mean? Apparently there is no limit. A
partner evoked by'ddþlìiðtíöáted electric
brain stimulation could be as real and
much more satisfying than the boy or girl
next door. The machiné can provide you
with anything or anybody you want. All
the stars in Hollywood living or dead are
there for your pleasure. Sated with superl
stars, you can lay Cleopatra, Helen of
Troy, lsis, Madame PomPadour, or
Aphrodite. You can get fucked by Pan,
Jesus Christ, Apollo or the Devil himself.
Anything you like likes you when you
press the buttons. Boys, girls, gods,
angels, devils. The appropriate sets can
also be plugged in. Sex in an Egyptian
palace? A Greek glade? A 1910 ouþ
house? Roman baths? Space caPsule?
'1920 rumble seat? Pirate shiP? Log
cabin? Mongol tent? And none of the
sweat that goes with log cabins,
tents, and pirate ships. lt's ready built'
waiting for you, and you can leave any

time you want.
Coúlo reãi-partners compete? wel,

maybe. Experiments in automatic shap-
ing have demonstrated that subjects can
learn to control these responses aRd
reproduce them at will once they learn
where the neural buttons are located. Just
decide what you want, and your local sex
adjustment center will match your brain
waves and provide you with a suitable
mate of whatever sex, real or imaginary,
while you wail. lt is now possible to
provide every mari and woman with thê '

best sex kicks he or she can tolerate
without blowing a fuse. And any can-
didate running on that ticket should poll a
lot of votes and bring a lot of issues right
out into the open:

"l'promise you that I will disband the
Army and the Navy and channel the entire
defense budget into sett¡ng up sexual
adjustment centers throughout the United
States. And I promise you further that the
psychic energy generated in these
centers will turn any and all prospective
enem.ies into friends, inlo intimate friends,
as other nations follow our shining exam-
ple.

"Control buttons to the People!"E
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